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SUMMARY 
This report covers tests of a 2" diameter model of the 3 . 5 " 
Rotating Rocket . Five different designs of nose were tested and 
the drag" cross force" and moment coefficient curves determined . 
This projectile is unstable under static conditions" without 
rotation" except for yaw angles between- i-i/2° and + i-i / 2 ° in 
which region a slight stabilizing moment was observed. 
The drag coefficient varies from 0 . 18 at 0° yaw to 0 . 39 at 
i6° yaw and the cross force coefficient varies from zero at 0° 
yaw to 0 7i at i6° yaw . The moment coefficient curve" except for 
the region between - i - i/2° and + i-i/2° yaw " shows a destabi -
lizing moment which reaches a maximum of + 0 . 08i at approxi mate l y 
i4° yaw . 
A series of tests was made to determine the effect of asym-
metry of the nose. The model was assembled so the axis of the 
nose made an angle of about i-i/2° with the axis of the body . 
This is e~uivalent to the center of the tip of the prototype nose 
being offset i/8" • from the center line of t he body . This rather 
large asymmetr¥ of the nose produced so little change in the 
dragJ cross forceJ and moment that . it would appear to be negli -
gible from the practical standpoint . 
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FIGURE l 
MODEL WITH NOSE NO . 48 
FiGURE 2 
MODEL WITH NOSE NO . 51 
FIGURE 3 
MODEL WITH NOSE NO . 50 
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WATER TUNNEL TESTS 
OF THE 
3 .5" • ROTATING ROCKET 
GENERAL 
This report covers tests of a 2" · diameter model of the 3 . 5" · 
Rotating Rocket, conducted at the Hydraulic Machinery Laboratory 
of the California Institute of Technology. This work was author-
ized by letter of January 3i, i944, from Dr . E. H. Colpitts, 
Chief of Section 6 . i, NDRC, New York City . 
The purpose of the tests was to determine the performance of 
various modifications of the or1ginal design of this rocket, the 
pri~cipal changes being in the type of nose used. The Water 
Tunnel tests supplied the required data for determining the mag, 
cross force, and moment, also the center-of-pressure eccentricity 
over a wide range of yaw angles Preliminary reports of the test 
results were issued from time to time for use in the development 
of the final design . 
Appendix A gives definitions of the t erms used in this 
report, as well as a brief discussion of the required conditions 
for stability in a non-rotating projectile . This report deals 
only with static stability of a projectile without rotation . 
DESCRIPTION OF PROTOTYPE AND MODEL 
The photographsJ Figures i, 2, and 3 show the 2" diameter 
model with three different nose designs . The No . 54 nose design, 
which was finally adopted for this projectile, is not shown 
although it is very similar to the No . 5i nose. Outline drawings 
of all of the noses that were tested are shown in Figure 4 . An 
outline drawing of the rocket with the final No . 54 nose is shown 
in Figure 5 . These nose numbers are laboratory designations only 
and do not refer to the number used for the prototype 
The following physical data are given for this projectile 
(without propellent): 
Length overall 24 875 inches 
Maximum diameter 3 . 5 inches 
Nose to center of gravity H 0 inches 
Mass H 75 pounds 
Velocity 760 ft /sec 
Rotation i8i r per sec 
Transverse moment of inertia 7 ~5 lb ft2 
Polar moment of inertia 0 285 lb ft2 
Transverse radius of gyration 0 576 ft 
Polar radius of gyration O . H7 ft 
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
In Figure 6 are shown curves giving the dragJ cross forceJ 
and moment coefficients and the eccentricity for the rocket 
fitted with the No . 48J 50J 5iJ and 52 nose designs . All curves 
have been corrected for interference of the model supporting 
structure. It is seen that there is not a great variation in the 
coefficients for all four nose designs . 
Figure 7 shows the coefficients and C . P . eccentricity for 
the No . 54 nose J the design that was finally adopted for this 
rocket . The center of cross force eccentricity is also shownJ 
being the point at which the cross forceJ only should be applied 
to give the observed moment . Figure 8 gives the observed data 
obtained from a typical test run J which is included in order to 
show the consistency of the test results . It is interesting to 
note the decided rever,;=1al in curvatur-e of the moment curve for 
small yaw angles . This reversal is even more pronounced in the 
corrected curves and indicates that there is a negative or re-
storing moment for yaws within one or two degrees of zero . This 
unexpected shape of the moment curve has been checked many times 
with the same result and the conclusion must be reached that this 
slight stabilizing moment is a peculiarity of this type of pto~ 
jectile . Field tests indicate that this small stabilizing moment. 
is not effective as the rocket J in flightJ assumes a yaw of 
several degrees . 
In order to determine what variation in the coefficient 
curves is caused by varying the water velocity in the TunnelJ a 
series of tests was made with velocities of i4 . 9 J 25 . iJ and 3i v 
feet per second . These water velocities corre spond to velocities 
of the prototype in air. of ii2J i89 J and 238 feet per secondJ 
respectively . The results of these tests are given in Figure 9 . 
As will be seen J there is some change in the values of the coef-
ficients with different wat e r velocities , although the change is 
not great . 
_An attempt was made to check the model performance at higher 
water velocities but the r e sults were erratic owing to excessive 
vibration of the model This vibration is attribute-d to the dis·-
turbance caused by the blunt afterbody J and is typical of the 
performance of all project i l e s wi th blunt afterbodies travelling 
at subsonic velocities . I t i s probable that the vibration i s 
caused by the alternating lateral forc e s which accompany the for -
mation and detachment of the larg e s c a l e vortices in the wake . 
I t should be noted that the s e f or ce s will act o n the projectile 
in f light J and this may be e xpec t e d t o aff e ct its performanc e 
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ASYMMETRY OF NOSE 
The effect caused by malalignment of the nose was determined 
by a series of runs made with shims of different thicknesses in-
ser ted at one point in the joint between the body and the nose of 
the model Th1s produced a definite angle between the axis of 
the nose and the axis of the body of the model Figure iO is a 
drawing showing the location of the shim and the resulting mal-
alignment of the tip of the nose for the various shims used . In 
the first series of tests the sh1m was placed in the same · plane 
as the angle of yaw The following table gives the thicknesses 
of the shims used on the model and the corresponding departure of 
the center of the tip of the nose from the axis of the prototype . 
MODEL SHIM THICKNESS EQUIVALENT OFFSET OF TIP OF 
NOSE FROM PROTOTYPE AXIS 
0 005 "• 0 Oi3 " · 
0 OiO"• 0 025 "· 
0 . 020"• 0 05i " • 
0 050"• 0 i30" · 
As the 0 050"• shim was the only one that produced any ap·· 
preciable change in the coefficient curves . the data on the other 
shims have been omitted from this report , The 0 . 050"• shim placed 
1n the joint between the nose and the body of the model produced 
an offset of the center of the nose tip that would be equivalent 
to a little over i/8 "• on the prototype , Under this condition the 
axis of the nose makes an angle of approximately i ·· i/2° with the 
axis of the body or , in other words , when the body has zero yaw 
the nose has a yaw of + i · ·i/2° which is in excess of the toler-
ances specified for this projectile 
Figure ii shows the corrected coefficient curves for the 
rocket with and without this asymmetry of the nose This asym-
metry causes little change in the drag and cross force . The 
stabilizing moment is somewhat increased and is shifted to the 
region extending from 0° to · 2° yaw instead of extending between 
.. i --i/2° to + i -i/2° yaw, as with the symmetrical nose 
Figure ii also clearly indicates that the asymm~try of the pro-
jectile results in asymmetrical performance curves . the nature of 
the asymmetry of the curves being what would be expected from the 
malal1gnment of the nose The curves of C P. eccentricity give 
the best indication of the effect produced by asymmetry of the 
proJectile 
T~e changes in drag cross force ) and moment produced by 
this rather great asymmetry of the nose were unexpectedly small . 
It is ., therefore . concluded that any asymmetry of the nose not 
exceeding the amount stated above would have no appreciable 
effect on the performance of the rocket 
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FIGURE 12 
FLOW LINE DIAGRA MS WITH MODEL 
AT 0° AND 10° YAW 
Figure 12 shows the flow line diagrams for the model at 0° 
and 10° yaw. These diagrams were made from ca r eful obse rvations 
of the Model in the Polarized Light Flume . In the abov e figure 
the model is shown with the No . Si nose and these flow line dia-
grams are practically the same as those o btained with t he o ther 
noses . It is apparent that t he only appreciab l e disturbance is 
caused by the blunt end of the afterbody . 
It is interesting to note that t he 1 /4" decrease in diarreter 
near the center of the body causes some disturbance which does 
not occur at the point near the end where the diame t er increases 
the same amount. This illustrates the fac t that a projection 
into the flow willJ in generalJ produce less disturbance in th e 
flow patt ern than will a similar step away from the flow. 
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APPENDIX ·A 
DEFINITIONS 
YAW ANGLE 
The angle which the axis of the model makes with the direction 
of flow . Looking down on the model, yaw angles in a counter-.clock-
wise direction are negative (-) and in a clockwise direction, posi-
tive (+) . 
MOMENTS 
Moments tending to rotate the model in a counter- clockwise 
direction (when looking down on the model) are negative (- ), and 
those causing clockwise rotation , positive (+) . 
In accordance with this sign convention a moment has a de --
stabilizing effect when it has the same sign as the yaw angle . 
In all model tests the moment is measured about the point 
of support . 
Moments t;~bout the center of gravity have the symbol , Meg · 
The force, in pounds J exerted on the model parallel with the 
direction of flow . 
CROSS FORCE 
The force J in pounds J exerted on the model normal to the 
direction of flow A pos1tive cross force is def1ned as one 
acting in the same direction as the displacement of the projectile 
nose for a positive yaw . 
NORMAL COMPONENT 
The sum of the components of the drag and cross force acting 
normal to the axis of the model The value of the normal com·· 
ponent is given by the following : 
N = (D sin ~ + C cos ~) 
i.n which 
N Normal component in lbs 
D Drag 1n lbs 
c Cross force in lbs 
~ Yaw angle in degrees 
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CENTER OF PRESSURE 
The point in the axis of the model at which the resultant 
of all forces act1ng on the model is applied. This has the 
symbol (CP) 
CENTER- OF-PRESSURE ECCENTR I C I TY 
The distance between the center of pressure (CP) and the 
center of gravity (CG) expressed as a decimal fract1on of t h e 
length (L) of the model The center - of- pressure eccentricity 
(e) is derived as follows 
e 
in wh1ch 
e Center- of 
L - Length of 
Leg D1s tance 
Lcp Distance 
i 
L 
pressure 
mode l 1n 
from nose 
fr om nose 
eccentric1ty 
feet 
of projectile to CG in feet 
of pro jectile to CP 1n feet 
COEFF I C ENTS 
The three f o rce coefftcients used are derived as follows · 
in whtch 
CONFIDENTIAL 
Drag coefficient, D Co = 
v2 
p 
2 
c 
cc 
v2 
Cross force coeffi c ient , 
p 
2 
M 
eM MOment Coefficient, 
v2 
p 
2 
D Measured drag force 1n lbs 
C Measured cross force in lbs 
p Denstty of the flutd in slugs/cu ft 
w 
v 
Spectftc wetght of the fluid 1n lbs/cu ft 
Accelerat1on of gravity in ft/sec 2 
Area in sq ft of a cross section at the cyltndrical 
portton of the projecttle taken normal to the geo-
metric ax1s of the projectile 
Mean relative velocity between the water and the 
projectile in ft/sec 
r 
A-3 
M moment in foot -lbs measured about any particular 
point on the geometric axis of the projectile 
L overall length of the projectile in f eet 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
GONf iDENTI Al 
The curves of force and moment coefficients and of center·-
of-pressure distance plotted as functions of the yaw angle are 
useful for a discussion of the stability of projectiles Since 
these tunnel tests are made under steady flow conditions, the 
results will only indicate the tendency of the projectileto 
return to or move away from the equilibrium position after a 
disturbance Adopting aerodynamic usage , a projectile is said 
to be "statically" • stable if it tends to return to equilibrium 
when disturbed . In the discussion of static stability the 
actual motion following the perturbation is not considered at 
all . In fact, a projectile may oscillate about the equilibrium 
position without ever remain1ng in it . In this case the pro-
j ectile would be statically stable even though " d;ynamically "• 
unstable For a complete discussion of the mode of motion to 
be expected following a perturbationJ the " dynamic "· stability, 
additional informa·t ion is necessary 
The condition for equilibrium is satisfied if eM, c a lculated 
about the CG is equal to zero In general . for projectiles wilh 
axiai symmetry the moment is zero at W = ~0 • so that for equi · 
librium the projectile is oriented with its ax1s parallel to the 
direction of motion . If the projectile 1s rotatea from the 
equilibrium position so as to give it a positive yaw angle. it 
is necessary that it have a negative moment . coefficient , according 
to the sign convention adopted . in order that 1t be statically 
stable . Thus . a negative slope of the curve ~ eM, vs w corres .. 
ponds to static stabil1ty. and a posit1ve slope corresponds to 
instability . The degree of stab1lity or instability is indicated 
by the magnitude of the slope . The same conclusions are obtained 
by interpreting the center .- of -pressure curves . For symmetrical 
projectiles . if the center of pressure falls behind the center of 
gravity , a restoring moment exists and the projectile is statically 
stable . If the ep lies ahead of the eG. the moment is non .. restoring 
and the projectile is statically unstable . The degree of stability 
or instab1lity is indicated by the distance between the center of 
gravity and center of pressure 
